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Are you tired of losing at small stakes poker? Improve your skills and learn how to win big. Are you

stuck playing in lousy tournaments versus lousy opponents? Do you still lose even at the smallest

stakes? It's time to master small stakes poker with a world-class poker champion as your guide.

Jonathan Little has cashed for more than $6.4 million in live poker tournaments. This two-time World

Poker Tour champion knows that to make millions on poker's biggest stage, you have to start small.

Through his revolutionary approach, you can finally master the skills it takes to win small stakes

tournaments. By learning how to crush your small stakes opponents, you'll be prepared to handle

bigger challenges - and bigger cash outs - that come with larger buy-in tournaments. In Strategies

for Beating Small Stakes Poker Tournaments, you'll discover: Skills that will instantly improve your

poker game How to stop blaming bad luck and learn the real secret to mastering poker The pitfalls

to avoid that will allow you to crush your mistake-prone peers The reasons pros make the plays they

make and how you can adopt their methods How to win more money from poker, and much, much

more! When you learn to think for yourself and adjust your strategy based on specific opponents,

you'll start to turn your game around. As the author of 11 best-selling poker books, Little can show

you exactly how to learn these skills and win much more money in the long term. If you like concise,

actionable information you can start using right away, then you'll love Little's game-changing poker

guide. Buy the book to start cashing out today!
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Having read almost all of Phil Gordons books, read almost all of Dan Harringtons, one by Helmuth,

Negreanu, others, I expected a bit more out of this. It isnt all that much of an addition to anything,

more like a little pocket guide with tips. Its not very long, and just really didnt come away with it

being all that helpful in MY game. Bit to generic and simplified. More beginner to almost ready for a

decent tourney. Small stakes is what.. $25 ?? or $250..?? you will see some players in nearly any

game in Vegas, and local Pros hunt these modest tournies to make a living. $400-700 1st places

draws in the regulars, as does the $2000-3000 1st place monies in the $125-150 tournies.So I

guess its actually hard to describe as I just didnt really read anything I didnt already know. I am no

pro, or expert, but have been playing for about 11 yrs, read as I said a LOT of books, HIGHLY

recommend ALL of Phil Gordons " Little XXXXX Book" books. Beginner to near expert, I love his

books..Dan Harringtons "Harrington on Hold'em" 3 book series is another must read.This book ??

Meh.... if you are decent enough now to win an occasional tourney, and do so with some

consistency ( talking Vegas sized tourneys, fields of 20-200 people, ranging from $50 to $250 ), you

dont need this book..If you are trying to get an edge, as you bust out to often, need some quick

pointers without deep strategies and mathematics involved, take a peek. otherwise,, not much

between the covers..

While the quality of the opinions feels fine generally, this was significantly less systematic or useful

to me than similarly priced books by Harrington, Snyder, Sklansky, or others who back up their

opinions with concrete examples and logic and show how and when to apply it and why. I love Little

as a poker player but was disappointed in the book. If you are a beginner, I'd recommend the above

mentioned books. And if you are already making money in poker tournaments, you probably don't

need this book unless you haven't read other books.

Feels like this book was written simply to make some more money and to push people toward the

author's website. The font is large and that seems to be done to increase the page count. Also,

sections seem to be repeated.I didn't give it one star because it did give a few nuggets of good

advice.

Well, this is one more great book by Jonathan Little. Having bought and read his Professional

tournament series (I own all 3 of those books both in physical and digital form) I knew that Jonathan

Little is a "little" expert in producing great books with solid content, that can teach you well about the

game and elevate your poker play.This one is no exeption. It focuses though on another area than



his tournament series: The Player. Your opponent to be exact. It is all about opponents tendencies,

habits, mistakes, how to recognize and exploit them.I haven't read it all yet, but the usual quality of

his writing is obviously there.My only complaint would be that this is a very short book... But then

again, I guess that is why Jonathan elected to release it only in digitall form (so far at least) and in

such a small price. For $5 (well, $6 for me, including taxes) which is the price of a coffee or a small

snack, you get some valid and interesting info that can't be missed.So overall this is a great addition

to my poker library, small addition but great. And yes, I will definately suggest you add it to your

collection.

I've heard of Jonathan Little and his "Secrets of Professional Tournament Poker" for a bit now, but

only very recently began to read or watch any of his stuff, primarily because I wasn't playing many

tournaments at the time. I'm happy to say that he is now one of my favorite Poker thinkers/readers,

and this book only backs up that opinion.The book is short and specific to adjusting your play to

your opponents, breaking them into general categories (but while also noting that few if any players

fit any category perfectly, and how to adjust to those differences as well), and giving some quick

strategies to take against their style, along with some clear examples that indicate other strategies,

changes, or things to think about when in a hand, and about how to analyze and adjust to your

opponent."Strategies for Beating Small Stakes Poker Tournaments," as the title indicates, is not an

introduction to NLHE (No Limit Hold 'Em), not to poker tournaments, not even to basic strategy, but

that is not its purpose. Despite that, the bonuses offered in the book (a couple videos, PDFs, and

even two free audio-book offers), will provide you with an intro to the game, an in depth intro that

covers more advanced play in tournaments, increasing aggression, and more.This is a great little

book, and will help any player learn what sorts of things to focus on, and how to focus on and look

at them, to increase their profits at poker, in a tournament or other format.One bit of advice: while

reading the book, ask yourself what sort of player *you* are, what *you* are doing that your

opponents are taking advantage of (either on purpose, or 'accident' because of their playing style),

and how *you* can change your style so as to plug up leaks in your own game. Poker is a dynamic

game, something that Jonathan Little understands VERY well, and works VERY hard to make sure

you understand this and just what it entails.I read this book in a single night, and I need to reread

this book very soon to help make sure it sinks in even deeper! Invaluable!
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